
~ The Earth does not belong to man,
 it is man who belongs to the Earth. ~

Sitting Bull

15 may, 2021, France

Hi ! 
I'm Eline and I'm from 2021 ! I'm 15 and soon, I'm going to be 16. I was born in Rennes, in
Brittany, it's in France. There, I'm at High school in first year, we called that class, the second. 

Since the last year, we must to wear a mask on our face because we have a bad virus which is
the Covid-19. We were confined 3 times in France. So, we have to work only in half time, a day at
school, the other at home and again the other at school... etc. and that since the beginning of
November until the end of the year ( in France is June-July ). The pandemic is begun in China at
Wuhan maybe in November or December of 2019, and today, all the world has the virus which
transform itself in different version: Brazilian virus, South-African virus, English virus, French
virus, US virus and more and more... We have 4 vaccines, Pfizer, AstraZeneca, Moderna and
Johnson & Johnson. The problem is we aren't sure they are effective. 
I hope when you read this letter, there will be no more the virus.

Don't think it's the only problem on the Earth... there are pollution, a lot of plastic in the oceans,
violences ( domestic violences, violences against the police, for example, but there are many
others too... ). There are murders, discrimination, racism, deforestation, inequality, famines,
terrorists, wars, global warming... etc.
How is that now? We " found " solutions like electric cars, boats, scooters, planes, buses,
bicycles... But i think it's a bad idea... because there are many consequences ( pollution from car
batteries) it's right or no ? I hope no. 

I'm here to tell you our Earth is important. We can't live without her but she can live without us.
Think about that. Do what the earth want you do : don't throw trash on the floor, do quick
showers ( no 15-20 minutes, 5 are sufficient ). Walk if you can walk, the car isn't necessary at
each time. Use organic products ( soap, food, clothes ). You can use ecosia, lilo, or free
applications like Refoorest, GiveAction or Walk United. I know it's not easy, but if you do that,
that will be better for our planet.

I leave you with proverbs and quotes to ponder, bye.
 
 
 
 
 

~ The Earth has skin and this skin has diseases
; one of these diseases is called humans. ~

Friedrich Nietzsche

~ In the past technology has been a blessing for man,
 now it is becoming a danger.

 Even in so much peace it begins to destroy the earth. ~
Edward Bond


